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Abstract In 2020, Ashraf et al. proposed an interval

type-2 fuzzy logic based block similarity calculation us-

ing color proximity relations of neighboring pixels in

a steganographic scheme. Their method works well for

detecting similarity, but it has drawbacks in terms of vi-

sual quality, imperceptibility, security, and robustness.

Using Mamdani fuzzy logic to identify color proximity

at the block level, as well as a shared secret key and

post-processing system, this paper attempts to develop

a robust data hiding scheme with similarity measure to

ensure good visual quality, robustness, imperceptibil-

ity, and enhance the security. Further, the block color

proximity is graded using an interval threshold. Accord-

ingly, data embedding is processed in the sequence gen-
erated by the shared secret keys. In order to increase the
quality and accuracy of the recovered secret message,
the tampering coincidence problem is solved through

a post-processing approach. The experimental analysis,

steganalysis and comparisons clearly illustrate the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed scheme in terms of visual

quality, structural similarity, recoverability and robust-
ness.
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1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has made us realize the im-
portance of the internet and multimedia technologies.

The complete communication system all over the world
has moved to the internet using multimedia data. They
have been the actual source of data transmission and

information exchange. It is imperative to say that the

trend is far from over. Thus, a reason to think more

about the security, authenticity, robustness and illegal

copying of the documents exchanged through open on-

line media. Popular image processing software can be
used to modify digital multimedia documents quickly
and professionally. This has aided in the creation of

various image forgery attacks. Authentication has been

important for tamper detection and/or owner identi-

fication in many human centric applications, including

forensic analysis, insurance processing, surveillance sys-

tems, radiography imaging, journalism and others. In

this sense, data hiding plays a critical role in thwarting

unwanted activities carried out with advanced technolo-

gies.

Technically, hidden data communication can be achieved
through cryptography, watermarking and steganogra-

phy with a motive to provide information security. Con-
fidentiality and security of the information is the soul
of data communication. Complete data hiding systems
can be put into two categories, one is information hid-

ing and another is encryption. Generally, watermarking

is applied to hide or embed a message in a cover im-

age so that authenticity and copyright could be proved

when asked for. The watermark applied can be visible
or invisible. Steganography, on the other hand, has the
power to conceal a hidden secret message in a covered

medium, making it impossible for an attacker to dis-

cover its presence. The hidden message is used for a
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variety of purposes, including secret data sharing, se-

cure correspondence and authentication. Alternatively,

cryptography does not hide the secret data but, en-

crypts the original data through a secret key and then

sends it to the receiver.

The objective of any data hiding scheme is to feature
better in robustness, imperceptibility, security and hid-

ing capacity. However, at any point of time, it is arduous
to extract maximum out of each mentioned features.
There has to be a pareto-optimal solutions so that each

properties are maintained at its optimum level. An in-

crease in the amount of one would lead to the decrease

of the other. Also, at times, the development of a data

hiding scheme is lead considering the field of applica-

tion. In some field, robustness is preferred while some

gives priority to high security and imperceptibility. As

suggested by (Abraham et al., 2004), robustness is gen-

erally required for a system where a chance of unwanted

malicious attacks are high. Since within watermarking,

a watermark can be either visible or invisible, therefore

a high visual quality or capacity is not always required.

In this paper, an emphasis has been put to design

a robust data hiding scheme that follows the Gestalt

principle governing color proximity. It states “things

that are close together appear to be more related than

things that are spaced farther apart”. The relationship

between items cannot be predicted in a precise way.

Thus, a fuzzy model has been designed to counter the
imprecise nature of color proximity related to a group
of pixels. The degree of proximity may vary from expert
to expert. Therefore, to model an ambiguous nature of

proximity in a real-world scenario, fuzzy sets (Zadeh,

1965) and logic have been applied rather than conven-

tional logic. The proximity between the pixels is mea-

sured through fuzzy logic by simulating not only the
difference between the intensity of the pixels but, also
the distance apart they lie. Additionally, the scheme is
also formulated to address the problem of tampering

coincidence (Lee and Lin, 2008) which causes a great

hindrance in the path of recovery of the secret data after

tampering. When both the blocks containing original

and recovery data are tampered, it becomes difficult to
extract the hidden information. To counter this prob-
lem, authors have embedded copies of secret message at

random blocks. As a result, even after tampering of a

specific region, the message could be possibly obtained

from some other blocks. Consequently, a second chance

to reconstruct the hidden secret data or image should

be applied in case of the deletion of a specific region

and its recovery secret data. The main contributions of

the proposed scheme are as follows:

i) A novel steganographic procedure has been built

with fuzzy logic to hide secret data.

ii) Fuzzy rule-based controller is designed that can ef-

ficiently compute proximity relationship between

pixels based on two properties, color difference and

closeness.

iii) Two copies of secret data are hidden separately at

random positions according to the secret key to

avoid tampering coincidence problem.
iv) Color difference and closeness between a pair of

pixels is modeled through fuzzy linguistic variables.

v) Data hiding scheme formulated is semi-fragile and

recoverable with high visual quality measured by

PSNR (dB) and SSIM than recent state-of-the-art

schemes.

In this paper, few key terms that will come across more

often are explained here and a list of notations used are

illustrated in Table 1 for easy readability.

i) Cover Image: The original image used for embed-

ding of secret message.

ii) Message: Secret data that is sent by the sender to

the receiver.

iii) Stego Image: The image obtained after hiding the
message.

iv) Robustness: The capability of an image to resist

attacks.

v) Imperceptibility: The strength of a steganographic

technique to hide the message in a way that is not

identifiable by a naked eye or image statistic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section

2 carries a data hiding related work relevant to this pa-

per. In Section 3, the preliminary concept of fuzzy logic

is discussed. The proposed embedding and extraction

procedures are provided in Section 4 followed by ex-

perimental results and comparisons in Section 5. In the

end, a final conclusion is drawn in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The relevant investigation regarding hidden data com-
munication has progressed over time. In the literature,
there are many data-hiding-based authentication meth-

ods has been reported by many researchers in recent

time. Authentication methods are distinguished by three

main characteristics: 1) data generation for authentica-

tion, 2) data generation for recovery and 3) the data

embedding process used. In multimedia authentication,

fragile data hiding scheme incorporating Least Signif-

icant Bit (LSB) replacement are commonly used. For

any data hiding scheme, imperceptibility is the major

concern. The message must be embedded in such a way

that its presence is not tracked either statistically or

visually (Cox et al., 2007).
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Table 1: List of notations

Notations Descriptions

∆RGB Difference in Intensity (colordiff)
ψ Euclidean Distance (closeness)
α Bias Weight
Ri ith Fuzzy Rule
χ Proximity of Pixel
χcpr Cumulative Proximity of Pixel
ξ Block Proximity
[t−, t+] Interval Threshold
ǫ Degree of Elasticity
[t− + ǫ, t+ + ǫ] Interval Threshold Range
S Strong graded Blocks
M Moderate graded Blocks
W Weak graded Blocks
KeyS Secret key for S Blocks
KeyM Secret key for M Blocks
KeyW Secret key for W Blocks
O1, O2 Vector to store extracted secret bits
CI Cover Image
SI Secret Image
STI Stego Image
ESI Extracted Secret Image
RSI Recovered Secret Image

In a steganography, the information required for

communication to the receiver is embedded in the cover
image by a sender. On receiving, a receiver segregates

the hidden data. There are two types of motivations
that can be used to design a steganographic process:
reversible and irreversible. In a former, both the cover

and message can be recovered precisely, while in the

latter, only the message is recovered without error.

The most widely used reversible schemes are based

on histogram shifting and error expansion (Jia et al.,

2019; Lee et al., 2019). Most reversible methods, are

unaware of the importance of security and robustness

considerations in certain situations. The Least Signifi-

cant Bit (LSB) technique is one of the most straight-

forward and widely used spatial image steganographic

methods. The hidden data is inserted directly in the

host image using LSB-based spatial domain techniques,
which modify the least significant bits of selected pix-
els without distorting the visual quality of the origi-

nal cover image. Earlier LSB steganography research

(Chandramouli and Memon, 2001; Sutaone and Khan-

dare, 2008) focused solely on designing the device to

maximise payload capability by using the majority of

the cover image pixels. The research issue became more

oriented after that, with the goal of developing sophis-

ticated, robust LSB-based cryptography-steganography

that can withstand such steganalysis attacks (Patel and

Meena, 2016; Rajendran and Doraipandian, 2017; Shafi

et al., 2018). Learning methods, for example, were used

to optimise LSB substitution (Maity and Kundu, 2009;
Dadgostar and Afsari, 2016).

Hidden bits can also be integrated into a cover im-

age using transform domain values. The secret bits are
concealed under the sub-band frequency coefficients in
transform domain methods (Valandar et al., 2020). In

the field of steganography, a variety of transform do-

main methods are used, with the most common schemes

being the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Discrete

Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Wavelet Transform

(DWT) and variations of these basic transforms. In

the field of DFT steganography, various image systems

have been proposed (Khashandarag et al., 2011; Haibo,

2008). The paper (Seki et al., 2005) shows an image

steganographic scheme with hidden data embedded in

the jpeg encoder. In steganography based on DCT, the

cover image is divided into non-overlapping (8×8) pixel
blocks. A similar modified DWT scheme for embed-

ding hidden bits in between wavelet coefficients was

discussed by Samer et al. (2017). In comparison to the

traditional DWT approach, Diamond Encoding (DE)

in DWT is proposed here to improve protection and

reduce image distortion.

The true motive for steganography is to share data

in an undetectable way. For the embedding operation,

this method uses the most suitable regions or features in

the cover image (Balasubramanian et al., 2014; Hamid

et al., 2012a,b). Researchers experimented with various

ways to improve imperceptibility in the steganographic
system. Local features are derived based on image seg-
mentation that can be used to differentiate noisy areas,
with the embedding focused in the noise areas (Niimi

et al., 1999). A threshold value is used to pick the high

frequency pixels of the cover and then the LSBM Revis-

ited algorithm is used to conceal hidden data (Mung-

mode et al., 2016). Chang et al. (2008) used a 2-level
quantization method along with Genetic Algorithm in
which three bits are additionally embedded over image

blocks with high fidelity to try to maximise payload

power. As a result, the Genetic Algorithm is extremely

resistant to image manipulation. However, finding the

local optimal solution requires a large number of com-

putational stages, which slows down the search for spe-
cific embedding locations.

At the expense of increased modeling complexity, a

fuzzy logic-based method focuses more on visual consis-
tency preservation to enhance stego-media impercepti-
bility. Fuzzy techniques have been used in a variety of

ways,for example, a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) with

HVS is used in a study (Chang et al., 2008) to make de-

cisions based on local statistical, texture and brightness

information-based feature vectors. The method will spec-
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ify the semantic rules for the embedding process us-

ing these features from cover image sub-regions. Also

at higher embedding rate, the principle helps to min-

imise stego image distortions. Few recent investigator

(Jagadeesh et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2021) illustrates a

different fuzzy-based approach. Before the actual em-

bedding operation, the cover pixel selection is based on

fuzzy pixel classification and the secret message is con-
verted to a mode of fuzzy data. Kiani et al. (2009) clar-
ify another fuzzy-based watermarking technique that

employs a fuzzy-c clustering algorithm based on trans-

form domain derivative features in various directions.

Fuzzy logic can improve steganographic schemes in a

variety of ways, particularly when the image textures

are vague and/or ambiguous. It benefits the system by

quickly identifying appropriate image patterns and re-

ducing irreversible complexities. This will ultimately

aid practical applications that make use of sufficient

imperceptibility. Some of the earlier work relies on a

correlation-based cover selection method, image block

similarity (Sajedi and Jamzad, 2008) and statistical

measures features.

From the overview of the aforementioned discussion,

fuzzy logic has been put to its strength in this paper to

design a robust data hiding scheme to model the vague

nature associated with the features of an image.

3 Preliminaries

The universal set can be described in such a way that

all elements are categorise as members or nonmembers

based on a predefined characteristic feature. If U de-
notes the universe set and x denotes the general ele-

ments, the characteristic function FX(x) maps all mem-
bers of U into the set {0, 1}. The classical sets can be

represented mathematically as membership function by

the following expression:

FX(x) =

{

1 if x belongs to X

0 if x does not belong to X.
(1)

Fuzzy set: It is a set on which a mathematical model

can be constructed to represent imprecise or vague sit-

uation. It derives a degree of association of domain ele-

ments to its fuzzy set. Fuzzy sets considers all possible

values that can exist between 0 and 1 that is yes or no.

It does not directly makes a distinction between those

that are part of the collection and those that are not.

Fuzzy set tags a membership number which defines the

extent of association of an object in a set. Let x ∈ X

be an element present in a fuzzy set Ã. The degree of

membership of x in Ã is indicated by µÃ(x). Subse-
quently, the fuzzy set is represented in terms of ordered

pair Ã = (x, µÃ(x)/x ∈ X).

Fuzzy number: A number which is imprecise in na-

ture such that it belongs to real number ℜ and have the

weight i.e. membership value between the range [0, 1].

It is convex and continuous in nature.

For example, Let Ã1 and Ã2 be two fuzzy numbers
in ℜ with membership functions µÃ1

(x) and µÃ2
(x) re-

spectively. Then according to Dubois and Prade (1980)

and Zadeh (1978)

pos(Ã1∗Ã2) = sup{min(µÃ1
(x), µÃ2

(y)), x, y ∈ ℜ, x∗y}
(2)

where pos represents possibility, ∗ is any one of the re-

lations >,<,=,≤,≥ and ℜ represents set of real num-

bers.

A basic unit of a fuzzy number that conforms to the

above description can be depicted graphically in Fig.1.

The numbers a1, a2, a3 and a4 plotted in the given fig-
ure are real numbers whose membership values are cal-

culated. The membership function determines whether

the fuzzy number Ã is continuous or discrete. A contin-

uous fuzzy number can be represented by a special class

of triangular fuzzy numbers, trapezoidal fuzzy numbers

and Gaussian fuzzy numbers.

1

0
a1

a2 a3
a4

Fig. 1: General representation of a fuzzy number

Triangular fuzzy number (TFN): A TFN Ã= (a1, a2, a3)

(refer Fig. 2) has three parameters a1, a2, a3, where
a1 < a2 < a3 and is characterized by the membership

function µÃ, given by equation (3).

µÃ(x) =











x−a1

a2−a1
for a1 ≤ x ≤ a2

a3−x
a3−a2

for a2 ≤ x ≤ a3

0 otherwise

(3)

Linguistic variables: The concept of linguistic variables
is crucial to the growth of fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy logic

is mainly used to measure and reason out imprecise

or ambiguous words found in our languages. Linguis-

tic or fuzzy variables are the terminology used to de-

scribe these terms. For example, temperature could be
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1

0
a1 a2

a3

Fig. 2: Triangular fuzzy number representation

denoted as a linguistic variable such as very hot, hot,

cold, very cold and so on.

Fuzzy rule-based system: Expert information is in-
corporated into the Mamdani fuzzy rule-based struc-

ture in the form of linguistic variables in this paper.

The fuzzy rules are made up of input and output vari-

ables that take values from term sets that represent

the meanings of each linguistic term. Every rule is a

condition-action statement with a human-readable in-

terpretation. It has the structure of disjunctive normal

form fuzzy rule, which has the following form:

If X1 is Ã1 and ... Xn is Ãn then Y is B. (4)

4 Proposed Scheme

The proposed data hiding scheme can be confined to
two stages. The first stage consists of block segrega-

tion, fuzzy proximity calculation, block proximity gra-
dation with interval threshold and data embedding. Fig.
3 clearly depicts the flowchart of the stages considered
in the designed embedding technique. During the sec-

ond stage, secret data extraction, authentication, post-

processing and self-recovery are performed.

4.1 Block Segregation

In the designed scheme, a color image of size (M ×N)

is taken into account and split into three separate chan-

nels of Red, Green and Blue. Each of these channels is

further partitioned into non-overlapping blocks of size

(b × b). The blocks are used to measure the proximity

relationship among the pixels present within the blocks.
In literature, authors have used similarity to measure
the relationship between the pixels however, Wuerger

et al. (1995) have iterated in their research that prox-

imity is not dependent only on the Euclidean properties

of the pixels in contention. The proximity between the

pixels tends to follow the law of proximity as defined

in the Gestalt grouping law. This simple rule states

that objects that are close together are more likely to

be grouped together, than the objects that are further
apart. Thus, in the proposed research, while calculating
the proximity of pixel (χ), importance has been given

to the difference in intensity (color) and distance (close-
ness) as well.

χ(Pi, Pj) = α∆RGB(Pi, Pj) + (1− α)ψ(Pi, Pj) (5)

∆RGB(Pi, Pj) =
√

(Rj −Ri)2 + (Gj −Gi)2 + (Bj −Bi)2

(6)

ψ(Pi, Pj) =
√

(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2 (7)

Consider a pixel Pi and Pj with location (xi, yi) and

(xj , yj) respectively in a block as shown in Fig. 4. The

proximity of pixel Pi in reference to pixel Pj is given by

equation (5). Here, ∆RGB(Pi, Pj) represents the differ-

ence in intensity values of red, green and blue channels
as provided in equation (6). The closeness of two pix-

els are measured in terms of Euclidean distance between
them through equation (7). The parameter α is the bias

weight added to control the relative importance among
the color difference and closeness.

4.2 Fuzzy Proximity Calculation

To calculate proximity, a fuzzy rule-based controller is

prepared with four functions namely, i) Fuzzification, ii)

Fuzzy rule base, iii) Fuzzy inference mechanism and iv)

Defuzzification. The perceptual analysis of proximity

may vary from expert to expert as it has been shown

by Demirci (2006) in its paper for similarity calcula-

tion. Thus, it is best to use fuzzy rule-based logic to

deal with the imprecise nature of proximity between

the pixels. To calculate proximity between the pixels,

two factors, color differences (colordiff) and closeness

are considered as input for fuzzification. Each factor

is represented as a fuzzy set with fuzzy linguistic vari-

ables as low,medium and high. There are several mem-
bership functions to model these linguistic terms such

as trapezoidal, Gaussian, triangular, etc. however, the

triangular fuzzy number is chosen for the representa-

tion of the stated linguistic terms due to its simplicity
and symmetric representation. According to equation
(6), the minimum and maximum value that it can hold

is 0 and 255
√
3 respectively, since the difference in a

color channel between two pixels is in the range [0, 255].

In the same way, closeness has the value in the range

[1,
√
2(b− 1)]. Both these factors are modeled as shown

in Fig 5.
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Fig. 3: Flowchart of the stages in the proposed embedding technique

Pi(xi,yi)

Pj(xj,yj)

b

b

Fig. 4: Non-overlapping block of size (b× b)

After fuzzification, a fuzzy inference engine is set up

which performs according to certain rules. The fuzzy

inputs generated after fuzzification are combined with

rule base to produce a degree of association between two

pixels. This association measures how strong a proxim-

ity exist. So, given n inputs such that x1 ∈ X1, x2 ∈ X2,
..., xn ∈ Xn and one output y ∈ Y , the ith fuzzy rule

according to equation (4) is represented as:

Ri : If x1 is Ã1, x2 is Ã2, ..., xn is Ãn Then y is B̃

The set of inputs in the rule base are also called an-

tecedent and output as consequent. The best fuzzy rules

that performed well for the proposed work are illus-

trated in Table 2. The consequent is generated in the

form of χ which is denoted by the linguistic term as

Low,Medium and High. The triangular fuzzy number

of the consequent is shown in Fig. 6 with overlapping

in the interval [0− 100] with 0 being the minimum and

100 as maximum.

The actions of individual rule are superimposed to

construct a fuzzy output set as the final production.

The fuzzy output is generated by combining the out-

Table 2: Fuzzy Rules

Rule Antecedent Consequent

R1 If colordiff is Low and closeness is High then χ is High

R2 If colordiff is Low and closeness is Medium then χ is Medium

R3 If colordiff is Low and closeness is Low then χ is Low

R4 If colordiff is Medium and closeness is High then χ is High

R5 If colordiff is Medium and closeness is Medium then χ is Medium

R6 If colordiff is Medium and closeness is Low then χ is Low

R7 If colordiff is High and closeness is High then χ is Medium

R8 If colordiff is High and closeness is Medium then χ is Low

R9 If colordiff is High and closeness is Low then χ is Low

puts of the rules that have been shot. On the fuzzy
output, subsequent defuzzification methods generate a

crisp value. Maxima methods and area-based methods
are two popular defuzzification techniques. The cen-
troid method is a common area-based defuzzification

technique. The crisp value is the point of the output

membership function that divides the region in half, as

the name implies. In this way, for each Pi present in a

block, we calculate the proximity pixels χ(Pi, Pj) such

that j = 1, 2, ..., b2; j 6= i. The proximity calculation
network of pixels in a block are demonstrated in Fig.

7. At last, the cumulative proximity of pixel χcpr(Pi) is

computed by equation (8).

χcpr(Pi) =

∑b2

j=1
χ(Pi, Pj)

b2 − 1
; j 6= i (8)
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23255 3255
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3

Fig. 5: Membership functions for fuzzy set colordiff and closeness

1

0

Low Medium High

50 100

Fig. 6: Membership functions for proximity of pixels

(prpix)

P1

P2

P3

Pb2

P1

P2

P3

Pb2

(i, j)

Fig. 7: Proximity calculation network

Now, the proximity of the block (ξ) in whole is deter-

mined by equation (9) as follows:

ξ =
1

b2

b2
∑

i=1

χcpr(Pi) (9)

Accordingly, the proximity of each block needs to be

determined.

4.3 Block Proximity Gradation with Interval

Threshold

After calculation of block proximity (ξ), the blocks are

graded as strong (S), moderate (M) and weak (W )

based on proximity value, ξ, using interval threshold. In

literature, a threshold value is generally precise which

has the advantage of partitioning an item into either of

two sets. However, in this paper, an interval threshold

has been selected for the study. An interval threshold

contains an interval number between assigned ranges to

partition a given item into any of three explicitly de-

fined sections. Let t = [t−, t+] be an interval threshold

in the range [0, 1] such that 0 < t−, t+ < 1. A parameter

ǫ is introduced to extend a degree of elasticity within

the interval threshold so that threshold value t− and

t+ does not behave rigidly. The value of ǫ may vary

from image to image. Now, the interval threshold be-

comes t = [t−+ǫ, t++ǫ]. Before categorisation, the ξ of

the blocks are normalized between 0 and 1. A block(i)

is graded as given in equation (10) and represented in

Fig. 8.

block(i) =











S if ξ ≤ (t− + ǫ)

W if ξ ≥ (t+ + ǫ)

M otherwise

(10)
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Strong WeakModerate

Fig. 8: Proximity calculation network

4.4 Data Embedding

For data embedding, similar graded blocks are grouped

to hide data in the LSB. Blocks categorised as strong,
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M'(KeyM) = {14, 7, 11, 2}
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3-Bit Embedding in W' pair:

(16      ,    8);       (12     ,  9)

BRG BRG BRG BRG

Block Proximity Matrix Embedding Sequence Embedding Pair
1

  0
  1

  0
  1

  0
  1

  0
  1

  0
  1

  0
  1



RG B R G B S
ecret B

in
a

ry
 S

trea
m



After Shuffle using keys

Fig. 9: Example of Data Embedding

moderate and weak are embedded with 1, 2 and 3 bits

respectively. Moreover, a set of three secret keys, KeyS ,

KeyM and KeyW are generated to determine the se-
quence of blocks for data hiding in the corresponding

red, green and blue channel. A secret image considered

for embedding within the cover image is converted into

a binary bit stream. Each bit of the secret image is

embedded twice in the appropriate channels of two dif-

ferent blocks specified through secret keys to overcome

the problem of tampering coincidence (Molina-Garcia
et al., 2020). This helps to recover the secret hidden
image, after tampering with better accuracy and visual

quality.

Let us consider an example shown in Fig. 9(i) where

16 blocks are graded as S, M or W . Accordingly, the
blocks are grouped together as per assigned gradation.

Thereafter, corresponding secret keys are used to shuf-
fle the sequence of blocks in respective groups (Fig.
9(ii)). New sequence obtained are marked as S

′

(KeyS),

M
′

(KeyM ) and W
′

(KeyW ). Finally, the secret data

bits are double embedded in pairs, starting from 1-bit
insertion to 3-bit insertion. Also, the order of insertion
is maintained in color channels too. As given in the Fig.

9(iii), the first secret bit 1 is embedded in red channel of
4th block and green channel of 10th block. Second bit,

0 is embedded in blue and red channel of 15th and 6th

blocks respectively. Further, 2-bit embedding (0, 1) is

carried out in two channels such as red and green chan-
nel of blocks 14th and 11th. Similarly, 3-bit embedding
(0, 1, 0) is done in all three channels of block, but in se-

quence as appears, during data hiding such as blue, red
and green channel of block 16th and 8th. Thus, in this

way total data embedding of secret data is completed

and finally, stego image is generated. A pseudocode of

the given technique is provided in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Data embedding within color
cover image.

input : Cover Image (CIM×N ), Secret Image (SIm×n),

Key(KeyS ,KeyM ,KeyW ), t+, t−

output: Stego Images (STIM×N )

Algorithm DataEmbedding():
I = ReadColorImage(CIM×N );

for (x = 1; x <= 3; x + +) do
CCx = I(:,:,x);
Bx = BlockSegregation(b, b, CCx);
// (b × b) is the block size

end
// z = total blocks of size (b × b)
for (x = 1; x <= z; x + +) do

for (j = 1; j <= b; j + +) do
for (i = 1; i <= b; i + +) do

FP (i, j) = FuzzyProximity(Bx, i, j);
tFP (i, j) = tFP (i, j) + FP (i, j);
// tFP (i, j) = total Fuzzy Proximity

end

end
CPR(x) = mean(tFP );

BPR(x) = IntervalThreshold(CPR(x), t+, t−);

end
for (x = 1; x <= z; x + +) do

EmbedSecretBits(B, SIm×n);

end
CreateStegoImage();

Function FuzzyProximity(Bx, i, j):
for (m = 1;m <= b;m + +) do

for (n = 1;n <= b;n + +) do
prpix = PixelProximity(P (i, j), P (m,n));
tprpix = tprpix + prpix;
// tprpix = total pixel proximity

end

end

return tprpix/(b2 − 1);

4.5 Data Extraction

At the time of extraction, the stego image is passed

through a fuzzy model and a block proximity matrix is
generated, similar to data embedding. The extraction
of data from the LSB bit of channels is done in the same

sequence and blocks as generated by the shared secret

keys. Since, a bit was double embedded during embed-

ding, two vectors O1 and O2 are taken to maintain the
copies of embedded bits. A extracted secret image is

formed using either O1 or O2.

Further, a comparison is made between O1 and O2

to find any dissimilarity. For a dissimilarity, post-processing
is applied as follows: A position i where a mismatch is
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found between O1 and O2, three positions prior and

three positions after i is checked to predict the pattern
of 1 and 0. Accordingly, the recovered secret image is

composed of enhanced features.

5 Experimental Results and Comparison

The performance and efficiency of the proposed scheme
are tested on a set of standard images collected across
four databases namely, the UCID database (UCID, 2017),

USC-SIPI database (USC-SIPI, 2017), Kodak database

and STARE database (STARE, 2017). Out of each database,

four popular images of size (512 × 512) are chosen to

create a variation and unbiasedness during comparison

(Fig. 10). This will help to assess the proposed scheme

in a different environment with appropriate parameters

and features. The experimental simulations are con-

ducted in MATLAB on a Windows platform with 4GB

RAM and a 2.6 GHz Intel core i5 processor. The results

are computed for Structural Similarity Index Measure-

ment (SSIM), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and

Universal Quality Index (Q-Index). These three param-

eters help to analyze the performance of stego images.

It shows the amount of perceptual effect caused due

to a change in the number of bits of the original cover

image. Other parameters such as Standard Deviation

(SD), Correlation Coefficient (CC), Normalize Correla-

tion Coefficient (NCC) and Bit Error Rate (BER) are

computed to measure the distortion in stego images.

UCID
 IMAGE DATABASE

ucid00022 ucid00075 ucid00102 ucid00646

USC -SIPI
IMAGE DATABASE

Aeroplane Baboon Boat Peepers

KODAK
 IMAGE DATABASE

kodim04 kodim05 kodim15 kodim23

STARE
IMAGE DATABASE

im0005 im0034 im0086 im0280

Fig. 10: Set of considered cover images from standard

databases for experiment

5.1 Quality of Stego Image and Payload

After data hiding of the secret bits as mentioned in
the previous section, the quality of the stego image is
checked through the parameters, PSNR and Q-Index.
PSNR is a measurement tool that is shown to be com-

posed of the error squared value as the key compo-

nent based on equations (11) and (12). Here, M and N
represent the resolution and C depicts the number of

channels of the image. Ic(i, j, k) and Is(i, j, k) are the

intensity value of cover and stego image respectively

at coordinates (i, j) and channel k. The difference in

pixel values at the same coordinates and channels gen-

erates the error value. If there are more variations in

the pixel values between the two images, PSNR will

produce a smaller value but, if there are more differ-

ences in the pixel values, PSNR will produce a higher

value. Q-Index, the universal image quality index, used

to judge distortion caused relative to three combination

factors: loss of luminance distortion, contrast distortion

and correlation.

MSE =
1

M ×N × C

M
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

C
∑

k=1

(Ic(i, j, k)−Is(i, j, k))2

(11)

PSNR = 10log10(
MAX2

MSE
) (12)

To measure the quality and payload of the stego im-

age, a precise analysis has been conducted on three dif-

ferent sizes of the cover image: (64 × 64), (128 × 128)

and (512 × 512). The results obtained are revealed in
Table 3 - 5. On observation, it can be stated that in

all cases the PSNR value lies between 64 dB to 68 dB

and Q-Index maintaining a constant quality of 0.9999.

This acknowledges the high quality of the stego image

obtained after data hiding. The average PSNR of the

stego image acquired is 66 dB.

Also, Table 3 - 5 shows the capability and payload

achieved in each of the three cases described. The num-

ber of positions where secret data can be embedded

is referred to as capacity. In the proposed scheme, S

blocks store 1-bit data, M blocks store 2-bit data and

W blocks store 3-bit data in the appropriate channels.
So, the embedding capacity can be calculated by equa-

tion (13). Similarly, the payload is referred to in terms

of bits per pixel (bpp) i.e. number of secret bits embed-

ded per pixel. For a designed data hiding scheme, equa-

tion (14) measures the payload of an image. The highest

embedding capacity of 31858 is obtained for ucid00022

image of size (512× 512) against PSNR 65.09 dB. The
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Table 3: Capacity, PSNR, Q-Index and Payload values

of (64× 64) stego images

Dataset Image Capacity PSNR Q-Index Payload

UCID

ucid00022 441 65.205 0.9999 0.04
ucid00075 486 65.523 0.9999 0.04
ucid00102 543 64.431 0.9999 0.04
ucid00646 613 64.042 0.9999 0.05
Average 521 64.80 0.9999 0.04

USC SIPI

Aeroplane 435 65.621 0.9999 0.04
Baboon 409 66.037 0.9999 0.03
Boat 524 65.011 0.9999 0.04
Peepers 481 65.641 0.9999 0.04
Average 462 65.58 0.9999 0.04

Kodak

kodim04 382 65.787 0.9999 0.03
kodim05 495 65.241 0.9999 0.04
kodim15 387 66.307 0.9999 0.03
kodim23 405 65.993 0.9999 0.03
Average 417 65.83 0.9999 0.03

STARE

im0005 364 66.957 0.9999 0.03
im0034 402 66.058 0.9999 0.03
im0086 331 66.930 0.9999 0.03
im0280 358 66.377 0.9999 0.03
Average 364 66.58 0.9999 0.03

Table 4: Capacity, PSNR, Q-Index and Payload values

of (128× 128) stego images

Dataset Image Capacity PSNR Q-Index Payload

UCID

ucid00022 1942 65.370 0.9999 0.04
ucid00075 1860 65.540 0.9999 0.04
ucid00102 1858 65.361 0.9999 0.04
ucid00646 2006 65.089 0.9999 0.04
Average 1917 65.34 0.9999 0.04

USC SIPI

Aeroplane 1559 66.114 0.9999 0.03
Baboon 1767 65.460 0.9999 0.04
Boat 1680 65.855 0.9999 0.03
Peepers 1554 66.042 0.9999 0.03
Average 1640 65.87 0.9999 0.03

Kodak

kodim04 1309 67.192 0.9999 0.03
kodim05 1876 65.228 0.9999 0.04
kodim15 1332 66.811 0.9999 0.03
kodim23 1355 66.700 0.9999 0.03
Average 1468 66.48 0.9999 0.03

STARE

im0005 1212 67.550 0.9999 0.02
im0034 1253 66.950 0.9999 0.03
im0086 1223 67.039 0.9999 0.02
im0280 1292 67.115 0.9999 0.03
Average 1245 67.16 0.9999 0.03

proposed scheme delivers a maximum payload of 0.05

bpp and a minimum of 0.02 bpp. On average, the pay-

load reached is 0.03 bpp for the developed technique.

The payload varies from image to image, mainly due

to the generation of different numbers of S, M and W
blocks.

Capacity = (
∑

S×1)+(
∑

M×2)+(
∑

W×3) (13)

Payload(bpp) =
Capacity

M ×N × C
(14)

A graphical representation of the performance of
the studied image databases is depicted in Fig. 11. The

Table 5: Capacity, PSNR, Q-Index and Payload values

of (512× 512) stego images

Dataset Image Capacity PSNR Q-Index Payload

UCID

ucid00022 31858 65.087 0.9999 0.04
ucid00075 25050 66.302 0.9999 0.03
ucid00102 20760 66.907 0.9999 0.03
ucid00646 21700 66.831 0.9999 0.03
Average 24842 66.282 0.9999 0.03

USC SIPI

Aeroplane 19832 67.070 0.9999 0.03
Baboon 29333 65.442 0.9999 0.04
Boat 22850 66.500 0.9999 0.03
Peepers 18805 67.266 0.9999 0.02
Average 22705 66.570 0.9999 0.03

Kodak

kodim04 18478 67.391 0.9999 0.02
kodim05 25233 66.091 0.9999 0.03
kodim15 18877 67.610 0.9999 0.02
kodim23 18050 67.569 0.9999 0.02
Average 20160 67.165 0.9999 0.02

STARE

im0005 16842 67.803 0.9999 0.02
im0034 16906 67.820 0.9999 0.02
im0086 17182 67.750 0.9999 0.02
im0280 17109 67.753 0.9999 0.02
Average 17010 67.782 0.9999 0.02
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USC-SIPI

Kodak

STARE

Fig. 11: Performance of image databases in terms of

PSNR and Payload for different image sizes

graph presents the average PSNR collected by the four

image databases for the average payload achieved on a

considered set of images. It can be observed that none of
the databases shows any unanticipated behaviour dur-
ing the course of data hiding. With an increase in pay-

load, the PSNR has decreased relatively less which ad-

mits the significance of the proposed scheme. The UCID

and USC-SIPI image database have considerably pro-

duced a high payload in comparison to other databases.

Further, a comparison is drawn in Table 6 for PSNR

and payload with state-of-the-art techniques present in

the literature. This comparison is done only for the
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Table 6: Comparison of PSNR values with state-of-art schemes for the stego images.

Schemes Method
Aeroplane Baboon Boat Peepers Average

Payload PSNR Payload PSNR Payload PSNR Payload PSNR Payload PSNR

Su et al. (2019) DCT + LSB 0.001 37.93 0.001 37.84 0.001 37.46 0.001 37.69 0.001 37.73

Chowdhuri et al. (2018) Weighted Matrix+DCT 0.07 40.41 0.06 40.90 0.07 40.67 0.07 40.21 0.07 40.55

Yuan et al. (2020) DCT + LSB 0.001 36.33 0.001 35.66 0.001 35.68 0.001 35.53 0.001 35.80

Ashraf et al. (2020) IT2FLS + LSB 0.25 51.41 0.25 52.12 0.25 51.42 0.25 51.36 0.25 51.58

Sharma et al. (2021) ABC + LWT-DCT 0.001 41.46 0.001 41.21 0.001 41.38 0.001 41.71 0.001 41.44

Proposed T1FLS + LSB 0.03 67.07 0.04 65.44 0.03 66.50 0.02 67.27 0.03 66.57
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Fig. 12: Graphical comparison of PSNR between exist-

ing schemes and the proposed scheme

common color images of “Aeroplane”, “Baboon”, “Boat”

and “Peepers” matched with the mentioned recent schemes

and follows LSB techniques for data embedding. A com-

parative study suggests that in terms of PSNR, the pro-

posed scheme has gained high performance however, the

payload remains a concern. Additionally, a graphical

comparison is presented in Fig. 12 to show the PSNR
achieved by each state-of-the-art scheme for the com-
pared images. It can be clearly noticed that none of

the schemes provided many variations in PSNR with

change in images.

As suggested by Setiadi (2020) that SSIM is a bet-
ter measure of imperceptibility in all aspects, Table 7

presents the values obtained for SSIM, NCC and BER

for the stego images of size (512 × 512) under consid-

ered image databases. SSIM is another tool to assess

the imperceptibility of the image. The calculation of

SSIM considers three main factors, specifically lumi-

nance, contrast and structure of the image. The range

Table 7: SSIM, NCC and BER of (512 × 512) stego
images under different databases

Database Image SSIM NCC BER

UCID

ucid00022 0.9999 0.9999 0.00083
ucid00075 0.9999 0.9999 0.00063
ucid00102 0.9999 0.9999 0.00055
ucid00646 0.9999 0.9999 0.00056
Average 0.9999 0.9999 0.00064

USC SIPI

Aeroplane 0.9999 0.9999 0.00051
Baboon 0.9999 0.9999 0.00077
Boat 0.9999 0.9999 0.00060
Peepers 0.9999 0.9999 0.00050
Average 0.9999 0.9999 0.00060

Kodak

kodim04 0.9999 0.9999 0.00049
kodim05 0.9999 0.9999 0.00066
kodim15 0.9999 0.9999 0.00046
kodim23 0.9998 0.9999 0.00047
Average 0.9999 0.9999 0.00052

STARE

im0005 0.9998 0.9999 0.00044
im0034 0.9998 0.9999 0.00044
im0086 0.9998 0.9999 0.00045
im0280 0.9998 0.9999 0.00045
Average 0.9998 0.9999 0.00045

Table 8: Comparison of SSIM values with state-of-art
schemes for the stego images.

Schemes Aeroplane Baboon Boat Peepers Average

Su et al. (2019) 0.9353 0.9794 0.9433 0.9231 0.9453

Chowdhuri et al. (2018) 0.9887 0.9872 0.9857 0.9879 0.9874

Yuan et al. (2020) 0.9562 0.9854 0.9579 0.9382 0.9594

Ashraf et al. (2020) 0.9955 0.9988 0.9974 0.9962 0.9968

Sharma et al. (2021) 0.8994 0.9899 0.9790 0.9333 0.9661

Proposed 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999

of SSIM lies between −1 to +1. SSIM value close to

1 implies a high similarity of the stego image with the

compared image in all three dimensions. NCC and BER

point to the correlation and error in terms of actual

change in bits in stego image respectively, as compared

to the cover image. For the Table 7, it is evident that

average SSIM value obtained is 0.9999. This relates to

the high imperceptibility maintained by the designed

scheme even after a significant amount of embedding

of secret bits. It can also be verified with NCC value
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of 0.9999 gained throughout the experiment. The BER

achieved is between 0.00044 and 0.00083 which is quite
appreciable as compared to the number of bits embed-

ded in the stego image. A comparison of SSIM values

obtained from the proposed scheme with existing tech-

niques are provided in Table 8. The proposed scheme

has demonstrated better imperceptibility than all the

compared schemes.

5.2 Robustness Analysis

It is implicit for a data communication media to un-

dergo some illegal alterations by unauthorized users ei-

ther intentionally or unintentionally. So, it becomes im-

perative for a data hiding scheme to tolerate such image

processing attacks for security. The designed scheme

has been tested with nine different distortions compris-

ing of seven unique attacks to test robustness and se-

curity. Performance of the stego image on the appli-

cation of various attacks is shown in Fig. 13. The fig-

ure displays CI, STI, ESI, RSI, RCI along with com-

parison metrics PSNR, NCC and BER. It is appar-

ent from the figure that the designed scheme has re-

sisted attacks such as Salt & Peeper, constant average,

copy-move forgery, cropping, contrast and opaque sig-

nificantly. However, the designed scheme has some lim-

itations for the rotation attack. The highest and low-

est NCC value observed between SI and RSI is 0.9815

and 0.9049 respectively. The secret image was extracted

from the tampered stego image with acceptable NCC

and BER values. Moreover, it is also evident that the
original cover image was recovered in all the cases.

Analysing further, Table 9 provides a comparison of
CI and RCI in terms of standard deviation (SD), cor-

relation and SSIM values under different possible at-
tacking conditions. It is observed from the table that
at a high rate of tamper, the difference in SD is high as

well, which is expected due to variations in the average

pixel value of the image. Moreover, the correlation and

SSIM of the recovered cover image as compared to the

original cover image points to the fact that values are

inversely proportional to the amount of distortion. The
average correlation and SSIM obtained for the consid-
ered attacks are 0.8431 and 0.7454 respectively. These

results uphold the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

5.3 Self-recovery Evaluation of Secret Image

At the time of embedding, copies of secret bits were

embedded to counter the problem of tampering coin-

cidence so that secret bits are recovered properly after

image processing attacks. During extraction, the secret

image constructed with vector O1 is ESI however, post-
processing is done with vectors O1 and O2 to recover

a secret image (RSI) with greater visual quality and

structure. Table 10 shows the enhancement achieved by

RSI in terms of PSNR and SSIM. After post-processing,

the recovered secret image has average visual quality of

PSNR 2.40 dB higher than the extracted secret image.

Furthermore, there is an approximately 17% increase in

SSIM on an average when compared to earlier extracted

secret images (ESI).

5.4 Steganalysis

Steganalysis is the method of detecting the presence of

a hidden message in a suspected image. Steganalysis is

less concerned with the existence of the covert message

than with the traces left behind by data embedding.

As a result, it is difficult to devise a data hiding scheme

that is both imperceptible and resistant to all of these
attacks. A steganalyst can perform this identification
in a variety of ways, but visual and statistical attacks

are the most common. The efficacy of the built scheme

is demonstrated in this paper using histogram attacks

and RS analysis.

5.4.1 Histogram attack

To analyse the frequency distribution of the cover and
stego “Baboon” picture, histogram attacks were chosen

as one of the statistical attacks. Figure 14 depicts the

frequency distribution of red, green and blue channels

present in colored cover and stego image. It is clear from

the comparison that the difference in the histograms

of the two images is negligible. The consistency main-

tained with respect to the amount of distortion induced

by the embedding algorithm is evident. The obtained

histograms does not display any sharp rise or variations

that could reveal information on data hiding.

5.4.2 RS Analysis

Fridrich et al. (2001) developed the RS steganalysis

method used in this paper. This approach is highly ef-

fective against most forms of LSB steganography and it

takes advantage of the fact that, contrary to common

opinion, the bit planes of an image produced using LSB

steganography methods are highly correlated. To deter-

mine the noisiness of a group of pixels, a discrimination

function is applied. Regular (R) and singular (S) are

the groups where noise levels rise and fall, respectively.

The flipping functions are M and -M. The theory is that
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Cover Image ( CI )

512 x 512
Stego Image ( STI )

Extracted

Secret Image (ESI )

Recovered Secret Image

(RSI )

Recovered Cover Image

 ( RCI )
Comparison Metric

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.9999

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.0000

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9907

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.1710

Baboon No Attack PSNR    =  21.28 PSNR   =  23.54 PSNR  =  INFINITY

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.9949

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.0018

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9815

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.0286

Baboon Salt & Pepper 0.01 PSNR   =  17.24 PSNR   =  19.66 PSNR  =  25.30

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.9518

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.0165

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9781

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.0301

Baboon Salt & Pepper 0.1 PSNR    =  11.97 PSNR   =  16.77 PSNR  =  15.4

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.7982

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.0826

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9326

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.0755

Baboon Salt & Pepper 0.5 PSNR   =  6.53 PSNR   =  9.15 PSNR  =  8.43

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.8974

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.0745

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9487

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.0878

Baboon Constant Average PSNR    =  9.73 PSNR   =  11.53 PSNR  =  14.34

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.9996

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.0066

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9815

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.0265

Baboon Copy Move Forgery PSNR   =  18.66 PSNR   =  20.36 PSNR  =  38.35

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.9980

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.0092

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9808

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.0289

Baboon Cropping PSNR    =  17.16 PSNR   =  19.62 PSNR  =  30.61

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.9993

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.1034

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9514

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.1309

Baboon Contrast 10% PSNR    =  8.65 PSNR    =  9.97 PSNR  =  33.90

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.9965

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.0034

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9809

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.0210

Baboon Opaque 10% PSNR    = 17.76 PSNR    =  19.08 PSNR  =  28.13

NCC ( CI , RCI ) = 0.9904

BER  ( CI,RCI ) = 0.1234

NCC ( SI , RSI ) = 0.9049

BER  ( SI,RSI ) = 0.0744

Baboon Rotation1
o PSNR   =  5.14 PSNR   =  8.24 PSNR  =  22.64

Fig. 13: Effects of proposed scheme under different attacks
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Table 9: Comparison of cover image and recovered cover image under different attacking environment

Types of
Attack

Rate of
Tamper

SD of
CI

SD of
RCI

Difference
in SD

Correlation SSIM

Salt & Pepper 1 110.48 112.16 1.68 0.9771 0.8707
Salt & Pepper 10 110.48 123.33 12.85 0.8034 0.3514
Salt & Pepper 50 110.48 171.47 60.99 0.3253 0.0562
Constant Average 10 110.48 114.34 3.86 0.8796 0.9801
Copy Move Forgery 10 110.48 110.02 1.46 0.9915 0.9838
Cropping 10 110.48 126.05 13.57 0.8374 0.9716
Contrast 10 110.48 121.60 8.12 1 0.9949
Opaque 10 110.48 110.47 4.01 1 0.9999
Rotation 1 110.48 123.75 8.27 0.7738 0.5001
Average 110.48 123.695 12.76 0.8431 0.7454

Table 10: Recovery evaluation of secret image in terms of PSNR and SSIM

Types of
Attack

Rate of
Tamper

PSNR
(ESI)

PSNR
(RSI)

Difference
in PSNR

SSIM
(ESI)

SSIM
(RSI)

Difference
in SSIM

Salt & Pepper 1 17.24 19.66 2.42 0.7024 0.7748 0.0724
Salt & Pepper 10 11.97 16.77 4.80 0.4387 0.9058 0.4672
Salt & Pepper 50 6.53 9.15 2.62 0.2052 0.5365 0.3313

Constant Average 10 9.73 11.53 1.80 0.2211 0.3210 0.0998
Copy Move Forgery 10 18.66 20.36 1.70 0.9031 0.9422 0.0391

Cropping 10 17.16 19.62 2.46 0.8956 0.9269 0.0313
Contrast 10 8.65 9.97 1.32 0.1689 0.2228 0.0539
Opaque 10 17.76 19.08 1.32 0.8505 0.9367 0.0862
Rotation 1 5.14 8.24 3.10 0.0140 0.3619 0.3479
Average 12.53 14.93 2.40 0.4888 0.6587 0.1699

Table 11: Recovery evaluation of secret image in terms

of PSNR and SSIM

Image
Embedded

Secret Bits

Stego Image

RM R−M SM S−M RS value

Aeroplane 19832 25919 25717 13496 13765 0.0119

Baboon 29333 23864 23572 20260 20467 0.0113

Boat 22850 23968 23807 19328 19514 0.0080

Peepers 18805 22360 22334 18145 18221 0.0025

regardless of which flipping function is used, the num-

ber of R and S groups in a normal image would be the

same. The RS value is derived using equation (15).

(|RM −R
−M |+ |SM − S

−M |)
(RM + SM )

(15)

The experimental value obtained after RS steganalysis
on four USC-SIPI stego images is provided in Table 11.

From the data, it is ascertained that RM
∼= R

−M and

SM
∼= S

−M . The RS value for all the images is nearly

equal to zero. This implies that even after data embed-

ding, the difference in a group of pixels is significantly

less which is imperative for a data hiding scheme with

high security.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a robust scheme for data hiding is pro-

posed by incorporating fuzzy logic and interval thresh-

old. The designed scheme starts with block segregation

followed by proximity calculation using Mamdani rule-

based fuzzy logic. Based on block proximity and interval

threshold, a block is graded strong, moderate or weak

where secret data are hidden. A secret bit is replicated

at two random blocks and channels generated through

a shared secret key to recover the secret data with high

visual quality. To show the efficacy of the proposed

scheme, various experiments, analysis and comparisons

are made. The perceptual transparency and visual qual-

ity of the stego image were measured by PSNR, Q-Index
and SSIM. Experimental results have justified that the
designed scheme maintained high PSNR, SSIM and Q-

Index. The suggested scheme could resist different im-

age processing attacks as well, with a significant amount

of recovery of the secret images. In the future, the ob-

jective will be to improve the payload capacity along

with resistance to various geometrical attacks.
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Cover Image Stego Image

Fig. 14: Histogram analysis of color Cover and Stego image
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